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Прочитайте текст “Shipbuilding” и письменно переведите 2 и 4 абзацы. 

Слова к тексту:  

remains— остатки  

rower — гребец  

improve  — совершенствовать  

plank  — обшивная доска  

increase — повышать, увеличивать  

cargo  — груз  

seaworthiness  — мореходность  

oar  — весло 

steering pole — рулевое весло  

smooth  — сглаживать  

decker — палубное судно  

deck  — палуба  

shelter  — укрытие  

arrangement  — устройство  

dugout  — выдолбленный  

butt  — соединять встык  

for — зд. так как  

goods  — товары  

i. e. = that is — то есть  

overlap  — перекрывать  

runners  — полозья 

skin — обшивка  

 

Shipbuilding 

Shipbuilding and navigation in Russia began in the far-off times. In many 

parts of our country some remains of dugout canoes were found which tell us about 

the earliest boats. For many centuries our forefathers sailed in their boats down the 

rivers of Dnieper, Bug and Dnestr, and along the coastline of the Black Sea which 

was often called the “Russian Sea” at that time.  
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A wooden vessel built in the 12th century was found in Novgorod. There was 

an open deck in the ship, and a space for rowers between the outer and inner skins. 

One of the well- known vessels of Kiev Russia time was the “lodya”. She was an 

improved dugout boat with wooden planks fastened to her sides. 

 In the 12th century the shipbuilders of Kiev Russia began building the first 

deckers, i.e. vessels possessing a deck. Those were single-deck vessels. The deck 

was made to place on goods and warriors, and at the same time the deck served as a 

shelter for rowers for the vessels were driven by oars. The deck also added much to 

the strength of the vessel.  

It is worth mentioning some other early Russian vessels which were built on 

the shores of the White Sea. The northern fishermen sailed in their vessels across the 

White Sea and along the coastline of the Arctic Ocean. It is interesting to note that 

vessels could travel in winter for they were fitted with two wooden girders attached 

to their bottom and used as runners. Due to such an arrangement it was possible to 

drag the vessel out of the water and to move her on the ice.  

 

 

 




